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ABSTRACT 
 In order to graduate from the University of Cincinnati College of Engineering and 

Applied Science, students are required to design and implement a senior capstone project, or 

more commonly known as a senior design project. The project begins at the beginning of the 

student’s senior year and ends at graduation. 

 The 2013 University of Cincinnati BattleBots team is comprised of four seniors: Chris 

Ramhap, Preet Ahluwalia, Travis Copas and Jason Doerr. Our goal this year is to improve 

upon previous years designs and participate in the ComBots competition in San Mateo, 

California. The BattleBot was separated into four major components, which are as follows: 

Travis Copas was responsible for the frame and armor design, Jason Doerr was responsible 

for the drivetrain design, Preet Ahluwalia was responsible for the weapon design, and Chris 

Ramhap was responsible for the electronics and controls design, as well as team 

management. 

 This report will cover the drivetrain design and implementation. The drivetrain is one of 

the most vital components of the BattleBot, as it has to provide maneuverability as well as 

move the bot around the arena quickly and provide enough force to push other bots around. It 

must also be robust and rigid enough to withstand direct damage, which is why the drivetrain 

must be designed for many different scenarios. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

BACKGROUND 
 The Battle Bots Competition is an educational program created by the producers of the 

successful Battle Bots television series. As the television show grew in popularity, so did the 

interest of student groups wishing to compete.  This soon led to the creation of the ComBots 

competition. Teams from middle school, high school, college, and the professional level 

come to compete in their respective classes. They create home-built robots to compete in 

gladiatorial style combat, testing the teams’ designs in weapon power, durability, and 

maneuverability. The best bot ultimately winning their respective class 

 The collegiate level competition of ComBots requires a robot with a weight of 120 

pounds.  The bot must have some type of weapon which is used to disable its opponent.  At 

the same time the Battle Bot must be able to accept hits from its opponent maintaining 

function and maneuverability. As well as meeting these general requirements, there are also a 

number of more detailed operational and safety requirements outlined in the competition 

rules that must be followed. (1) 

       This year the ComBots Competition has partnered with the annual Robogames event 

held in San Mateo, California.  This event, known as the Olympics of robotics, offers over 50 

events ranging from combat robots to firefighters and kung-foo androids.  This year’s Battle 

Bots team will compete in the 120 lb weight class of the combat robots competition.  The 

rules for this competition are the same as the original Battle Bots IQ competition, except 

there are no separate classes for high school and collegiate teams.  The event takes place on 

the weekend of April 19
th

-21
st
. 

       Teams from the University of Cincinnati have competed in previous Battle Bots IQ 

Competitions with varying degrees of success.  The team that competed in 2008 went on to 

win the collegiate level of the competition and the 2009 team finished in 5
th

 place.  The 2010 

team experienced the other end of the spectrum when there weapon became damaged and 

rendered the bot inoperable, knocking them out of the competition. This year’s team hopes to 

learn from the experiences of their predecessors to be able to compete at the highest level 

possible. 

 This year, the team members that will be working on this BattleBot project for 2013 will 

be: 

 Dr. Janet Dong – Faculty Advisor 

 Chris Ramhap – Team Manager / Electronics Design 

 Preet Ahluwalia – Weapon Design 

 Jason Doerr – Drivetrain Design 

 Travis Copas – Frame and Armor Design 
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RESEARCH  
 

 Research and design of the drivetrain for the BattleBot began by examining drivetrain 

designs used in previous BattleBots. Videos and Internet articles from other teams across the 

country were also referenced to determine an effective as well as robust drivetrain designs. 

The research that was conducted for the drivetrain can be found in Appendix A. 

 Following the examination of previous BattleBots and thorough research, a drivetrain 

was selected. Sketches and solid models were created to give a visual representation of the 

layout as well as the components needed. The official competition rules were also examined 

to determine proper component selection and implementation of the drivetrain. Items such as 

types of motors and fuel were taken into consideration during the research phase. Below this 

paragraph is a list of pertinent rules that have a direct influence on the drivetrain. 

 

RELATED RULES  
 

SPEED/MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

A BattleBots Robot has to be able to move at a speed of at least two feet-per-second in an 

approximately straight line.  

A BattleBots Robot has have a turning/rotating radius such that it can make 360° turns in 

either direction (left or right) while all parts of the robot remain within a 12 foot circle 

 

COMBUSTION ENGINE 

Internal and external-combustion engines can be used aboard a BattleBots Robot, subject to 

the requirements specified below.  

ALLOWED ENGINE TYPES 

A Combustion Engine can be any of the following types:  

a. Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) with a rotating output shaft.  

b. Turbo-Shaft.  

c. External Combustion Engine (e.g., Steam, Sterling).  

d. Internal combustion linear ram. 

 

FUEL TYPES 

Only commercially-available fuels can be used to power a Combustion Engine; custom 

blends cannot be used.  Allowed types are:  

a. All grades of Unleaded Gasoline.  

b. All types of Diesel Fuel.  

c. Kerosene.  

d. Glow-plug 2-stroke fuel blends, as is sold at hobby supply outlets.  The blend cannot 

contain more than 40% Methanol or 10% Nitromethane by volume. 

 

ENGINE EXHAUST  

The engine exhaust system must be installed such that:  

a. Any engine exhaust system pipe or muffler is isolated or insulated from any fuel tank or 

fuel line on the robot.  

b. The exhaust is not directed toward any fuel or oil supply tank, any fuel or oil line, or any 

pneumatic or hydraulic component on the robot.  
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c. The exhaust is not vented to the interior of a fully enclosed robot.  

d. Any external muffler or exhaust pipe has a protective heat shield. 

 

SEALED LEAD-ACID TYPES 

The only types of Lead-Acid batteries that can be used on a BattleBots Robot are "Sealed 

LeadAcid" (SLA) batteries that are both "non-spillable" and "Leak-Proof".  

A "non-spillable" battery only means that it can be used in any position without leaking 

battery acid.   

A non-spillable battery is not necessarily leak-proof. (1) 

 

RESEARCH OF EXISTING DRIVETRAIN DESIGNS 

CHAIN DRIVES 
 One of the most typical types of drives, a chain drive uses a precise set of chain links set 

at a specific length in order to transmit rotational motion. Paired with a sprocket mounted on 

a shaft from a motor or other medium result in a 

strong yet lightweight method to transmit power 

and torque, even if the robot is flipped over. The 

materials to manufacture the chain and sprocket 

are cheap, which makes them easy to replace if 

damaged. However, the chain needs constant 

maintenance in the form of lubrication or it will 

fail. It also has a fairly large footprint which can 

cause problems in a space limited robot. 

 

 

 

 

BELT DRIVES 
 Another typical type of drive, belt drives use a synthetic rubber belt and a pulley to 

transmit power and torque to a rotational part. Useful for applications where weight is 

critical, belts and pulleys are just a 

fraction of the weight of a chain 

and sprocket, while maintaining 

nearly the same strength and 

rigidity. However, belts are very 

susceptible to damage and break 

easily, which offsets their cost. 

This breakage could also create 

slippage, where the teeth of the 

belt are worn away and no longer 

engage with the pulley. Belt 

drives also have a large footprint, 

which leaves more of a 

vulnerability to damage.  

 
 

 Figure 1. Sample Chain Drive  

Figure 2. Sample Belt Drive 
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GEAR DRIVES 
 One of the most versatile types of drives, 

gear drives provide very smooth transmission of 

power and torque while also keeping a small 

footprint. They also provide easy assembly, 

provided they are aligned correctly. Depending 

on the material the gears are made out of, gear 

drives are the strongest and most durable type of 

drive available. This durability does not come 

without a cost however. Gear drives can be 

heavy, depending on the material, as well as 

expensive and difficult to machine.  

 

 

 

RESEARCH SUMMARY 
 Researching the Internet for existing drivetrain designs allowed for a wide range of 

applications for the BattleBot to be designed for. Each type of existing drivetrain has its 

strengths and weaknesses, but ultimately it should be maneuverable and have the ability to 

keep operating if damaged. This information needed to be compiled and sorted through 

before a decision could be made. To make a final decision on the drivetrain, the needs of the 

customer would need to be discussed and determined so that the most important aspects of 

the BattleBot can be defined. These customer needs can be found in the next section of this 

report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Figure 3. Sample Gear Drive  
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CUSTOMER NEEDS AND FEATURES 

CUSTOMER NEEDS 
 

 While some features of the BattleBot need to conform to the official rules in order to 

compete, some can be selected by the designers. Table 1 below shows the initial needs of the 

customer that were determined to be most important for the building of the BattleBot. 

 

• Weight limits (125 lbs.)

• Agile, but vulnerable

• Lightweight; able to use extra weight for batteries

• Simple design; easy to maintain

• Spinning Battlebots tend to do exceptionally well, but design is difficult

• Weapons:  No Projectiles

• Spinning blade

• Strong blades, and strong shell

• Strength of Shell can withstand hard hits

• Nothing combustible

• High torque

• Can also be used to defend attacks

• Does maximum damage

• It should not jam

• The battle bot moves freely while the weapon is equipped

• The weapon is durable

• The weapon will be at max power quickly i.e disks and saw blades.   

• Energy Efficient

• Maneuverability 

• Durable Electronics

Initial Customer Needs

 
Table 1. Initial Customer Needs 

 

 After much discussion, a more refined customer feature list was developed. The results 

of this table are reflected in Table 2 below. A careful focus on the basics of the BattleBot 

were examined and refined from the initial list, in which the customer would feel the most 

impact from changing these features. This data allows an optimal design of the BattleBot 

with respect to the rules as well as the customers. 
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• Maneuverability

• Size of Storage

• Ease of Manufacturing

• Price

• Ease of Use

• Ease of Maintenance

• Durability

• Resistance to impact

Customer Features:

 
Table 2. Refined list of Customer Features 

 

PRODUCT OBJECTIVES 
 Using the refined list of customer features, a more detailed list could be formulated that 

expands the customer features into weighted categories. The features or main objectives of 

the product, at the top of the list below are heavily weighted in consideration for the design 

phase of the BattleBot. Each objective is given a short definition that explains in more detail 

what the objective is for the product. 

 
1. Conforming to Regulations (21%) 

a. Complies with the rules and regulations in regards to 120lb weight, safety, and 

weapon design 

 

2. Ease of Manufacturing & Assembly (19%) 

a. Use Standard Parts 

b. Battlebot frame and armor joined mainly with bolt-ons 

c. Built with standard tools 

 

3. Ease of Maintenance (15%) 

a. Use standard parts/components  

b. Repairs will be done in 20 minutes or less 

c. Built with a Modular Frame, Armor, and interchangeable Weapon 

d. Built with standard tools 

e. Chain and belt drives will be adjustable with a tensioner 

 

4. Low Cost (15%) 

a. Use standard parts/components 

b. Frame, Armor, and Weapon will be joined mainly with bolt-ons 

c. Overall cost of materials less than $3500 

 

5. Maneuverability (12%) 

a. Consistent power supply during battle 

b. Achieve a speed of 10 mph 

c. Have a maximum of 3ft turning radius 

d. Move forward and backward 

 

6. Durability (7%) 

a. No stalling or binding 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 
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b. Damage to weapon will not prevent weapon from being used 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

c. Damage to armor will not prevent Battlebot from competing 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

 

7. Weapon Damage Capacity (4%) 

a. Weapon start-up time less than 5 seconds 

b. Capable of inflicting debilitating damage with weapon 

c. Prevention of stalling or binding 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

d. Damage to weapon will not prevent weapon from being used 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object  tested in succession 

 

8. Radio Control (4%) 

a. Control systems properly shielded to prevent static “Noise” interference to the 

communication between the controller and the Battlebot 

b. Control range minimum distance of 70ft 

c. Simple drive controls to allow for anyone to operate 

i. Control left and right joy stick will operate independently 

 

9. Appearance (3%) 
a. Battlebot will have visible representation of our sponsors 

b. Battlebot is intimidating (1) 

 

 The most important aspect of the BattleBot is conforming to regulations, simply because 

not doing so results in disqualification. Weight of the BattleBot is also integral to the design 

for the same reason. The rest of the project objectives were weighted based off of team 

member input. 
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

CONFIGURATIONS 
 The BattleBot drivetrain is one of the most important aspects of the robot. It provides the 

main method of transportation while providing ample amounts of speed and power to keep 

the robot nimble and dodge opponents. It also has to support the weight of the bot and remain 

rigid enough to absorb impacts from enemy opponents, in the event that the bot does take 

damage. 

 There are multiple different types of drivetrain configurations; some are more popular 

than others. The most common type of drivetrains are four wheeled, two wheeled with an 

optional pivot point and walker type configurations. Four wheeled designs are usually the 

most typical, providing decent rigidity and turning radius based on frame geometry at the 

cost of weight. There are many different subsets of this type of design, the most common 

being referred as “tank drive”, where two wheels are controlled at the same time in the same 

direction. 

 
Figure 4.”Demonic” BattleBot with 4-wheel design  

 

Two wheeled configurations with a pivot point have a very tight turning radius and lower 

weight usage but sacrifice stability. These bots are usually very fast and focus on wearing out 

opponents rather than do damage. 

 

 
Figure 5. “CANNIBAL” BattleBot with 2-wheel pivot design  

 

Walker type robots are far less common and utilize a strong base for supporting the bot but 

have very slow accelerations and turning radius. Designs of these types of drive 

configurations can be found in more specialized competitions because of the inherent 

weaknesses of the walker design. 
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Figure 6. “Puppybot” BattleBot utilizing walker design 

  

 The team decided that the best configuration would be the four wheeled design, simply 

because it continually proves to be the most robust design throughout competitions. Utilizing 

four support points, the bot weight can be distributed equally and provide enough rigidity and 

mobility to be a contender in competition. 

 

ORIENTATIONS 
 With the four wheeled configuration selected, the team could design for a specific 

orientation of the drivetrain in the BattleBot. This aspect of the drivetrain is important 

because this will determine the main bulk of the weight and where it is located in the 

BattleBot. The team would also need to decide how many drive motors would be needed. 

 Early research of specific drivetrain components led the team to decide to only use two 

drive motors due to weights of these components. This led to how the drive motors would be 

placed inside the BattleBot. Figure 7 below shows some early sketches of conceptual 

orientations of the drivetrain. 

 
Figure 7. Conceptual sketches 

 

 After analyzing each orientation, it was decided to use the center orientation in the 

Figure above. This would provide a well-balanced weight distribution between the front and 

rear of the BattleBot which would increase stability. This would result in the rear wheels 

being driven directly by the motors and the front wheels being used as coasters. 
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DRIVETRAIN COMPONENTS 
 The drivetrain is a relatively simple yet compact system of the BattleBot. It has four 

main parts: wheels, motors, axles and gearboxes. While each component has a different 

purpose, they must be designed for robustness and rigidity or it could fail. Figure 8 below 

illustrates the assembly of the drivetrain.  Each component and its corresponding design will 

be outlined in this section of the report. 

 

 
Figure 8. Assembly of the Drive Train 

 

MOTOR SELECTION 
 The drive motors are at the heart of the BattleBot drivetrain, and are one of the more 

expensive and fragile components. Previous teams have utilized DC brushed motors which 

provide decent torque and speed capabilities for the drivetrain. However, to really maximize 

the capabilities of the motor a gearbox would be needed to increase the torque and also 

provide a rigid link between the motor and the wheel. Research of available motors can be 

found in Appendix E. 

 For the motors, it was decided to utilize two AmpFlow F30-400 motors for the 

drivetrain. These motors are capable of 4800 RPM and 2500 oz-in of torque for a somewhat 

low cost. Upon research of the F30-400 motor, it was discovered that the motor could be 

bundled with a unique three stage chain and sprocket reduction system, which would increase 

the torque and speed of the drivetrain. This gearbox is also significantly lighter than a 

traditional gearbox simply because of the components used. The gearbox and motor 

combination could also be paired with a specially manufactured Colson wheel in many 
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different sizes. Figure 8 below illustrates one of the AmpFlow motors selected. 

 

 
Figure 9. An F30-400 DC drive motor 

 

 The specifications for this motor, gearbox and wheel combination can be found in 

Appendix E. 

 

WHEEL SELECTION 
 The wheels of the BattleBot need to have the ability to support the weight of the robot as 

well as provide traction to allow the torque from the motors to be used effectively. The 

wheels would need to be linked into the drivetrain securely so that they do not come free 

from the drivetrain during battle. 

 With the necessity of torque being used, it is very important to choose a wheel and 

material that would provide a substantial amount of traction. This reasoning eliminates using 

hard plastic, metal and wooden wheels simply because the amount of traction offered isn’t 

great enough. This results in rubber wheels being the best choice for this application. 
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Figure 10. Example of a Colson Wheel 

 

 Colson wheels fit this decision perfectly. Utilizing a rubber tread fixed to a hard plastic 

hub would provide a high amount of traction while remaining rigid enough to support the 

weight of the bot. The cost associated with these wheels is also low, which allows the team to 

be more flexible with the budget.  

 

GEARBOX SELECTION 
 As mentioned before, the AmpFlow motors can be bundled with a matching speed 

reducer manufactured by AmpFlow. This speed reducer utilizes chains to transmit rotation 

and torque from the motor to the drive wheels. Compared to a traditional gearbox, the speed 

reducer is much more lightweight and low cost while remaining easily maintainable. Figure 

10 below illustrates the internals of the speed reducer. 

 

 
Figure 11. The AmpFlow speed reducer 
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 This speed reducer is also unique in that it utilizes a three stage chain and sprocket 

system to step down rotational speed and increase torque while staying in a small package. 

The chains are standard chains and the sprockets can be found at an industrial vendor for low 

cost maintenance. The specifications for the speed reducer can be found in Appendix F. 

 

FRONT AXLE DESIGN 
 

 
Figure 12. Detailed Drawing of Front Axle 

 

 The front axles were designed with impact loading in mind. These axles would need to 

support the bot and remain rigid enough to absorb energy from impacts on the frame and the 

wheels. Therefore, a strong material would be needed, which eliminates plastics and wooden 

materials. 

 Multiple types of steel and aluminum were analyzed for usage of the front axles. Below 

is a condensed table of material comparisons used for determining which material would be 

best suited for this application. The full table can be found in Appendix G. 

 
Ultimate Tensile Strength (psi) Yield Tensile Strength (psi) Modulus of Elasticity (ksi)

8620 steel 55800 76900 29700000

4142 steel 140000 90000 29700000

6061-T6 Aluminum 45000 40000 10000000

7075-T6 Aluminum 83000 73000 10400000  
Table 3. Front Axle Material Comparison 

 

 By comparing materials under 120 pounds of loading (normal case) and 240 pounds of 

loading (worst case), it was determined that 4142 steel would be the best choice for the front 

axles. A nominal shaft diameter was chosen to be 5/8 (0.625) inches. This was to keep parts 

standardized and reduce machining costs. 4142 steel was also shown to deflect only very 

slightly compared to the other materials. 
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FRONT AXLE ANALYSIS 
 Using the program SolidWorks and a Finite Element Analysis (or FEA) package, a study 

could be conducted on the front axles to investigate stresses and deflections without 

manufacturing a prototype.  

 The FEA package allows a user to define a solid model under certain loading conditions, 

and using material properties the FEA package can calculate different values which can be 

used for design and analysis purposes. Figure 11 below illustrates a front axle solid model 

under simple loading conditions. It has been fixed on both ends (green arrows) and a simple 

distributed load applied in the middle (purple arrows). The graph to the right illustrates the 

minimum and maximum von Mises stresses that the part will see based off of material 

properties. In this case, 4142 steel was used. 

 
Figure 13. Front Axle FEA Stress Analysis 

 

 This FEA analysis yielded the following results. Under a simple 120 pound load at the 

center, the maximum stress on the axle would be 1,565.6 psi, the deflection would be 

1.864x10
-5

 inches and the resulting factor of safety would be 57.49. Thses results are 

acceptable to what was calculated based on diameter and material type of the axle. These 

calculations can be found in Appendix H. 

  

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 
 There were not many parts that needed to be manufactured for the drivetrain because of 

the motor gearbox and wheel combination needing no special modifications. Therefore, the 

only parts that needed to be manufactured were the front axles and some support bushings 

that would be mounted on the front axles.  Due to the modular design of the 

gearbox/wheel/motor combination, the drivetrain could be placed and set easily within the 

frame. 
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FRONT AXLES 
 The front axles were fully machined through one of our sponsors, which allowed for 

quick assembly. Proper size snap rings were purchased and installed onto the axles with no 

issues. The wheels fit properly and were lubricated with white lithium grease, to help with 

rotation. To hold the axles in place, holes were drilled into the outside of the frame and 

tapped for a set screw, to pin the axles in place and prevent axial movement. This approach 

worked perfectly and prevented the axles from moving side to side. 

 

WHEELS 
 The front wheels needed to be modified slightly to better fit to the front axles. The nylon 

bushings were removed and were replaced with brass bushings, to increase rigidity and fit 

better to the axles. The rear wheels needed no modifications, as they were already keyed and 

fitted to the output shaft of the gearbox. 

 

GEARBOX 
 The gearbox was taken apart and lubricated with generous amounts of white lithium 

grease. This was done to keep the chains from seizing and to help deal with heat at higher 

temperatures. Spare #25 and #35 chains and master links were purchased in the event that 

one of these chains broke and needed to be replaced during competition. 

 

MOTORS 
 The motors did not need modifications. They were inspected for any defects and had the 

brushes checked. 

 

TESTING AND COMPETITION 
 Testing of the BattleBot began after the entire assembly process was completed. A few 

electrical problems hampered testing, but were quickly fixed. 

 During testing, it was discovered that the drivetrain provided too much torque at the 

drive wheels. This was causing the entire BattleBot to loose grip and slide uncontrollably. To 

remedy this issue, duct tape was wrapped around the drive wheels and sprayed with an 

adhesive to increase traction. This solution worked fairly well, until the adhesive picked up 

dust and caused the BattleBot to slip again. Therefore, it was decided to wrap the wheels 

each time before a competition to ensure enough grip. 

 The front axles worked as designed and no issues were discovered throughout testing 

and competition. The wheels and wheel bushings needed to be greased a few times to provide 

smooth rotation, but this was easily accomplished. 

 Another small problem that popped up during testing was slightly varying wheel sizes. 

Due to some manufacturing issue, it was discovered that some of the wheels were not exactly 

five inches in diameter, therefore causing the BattleBot to not be level and loose traction. 

Duct tape was also used to fix this problem and increase the diameter of the wheels slightly. 

 Overall, the drivetrain proved to be highly maneuverable and provided enough speed and 

torque for the BattleBot to be effective during the competition. 
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PROOF OF DESIGN 
 The proof of design was conducted at the2013 ComBots competition in San Mateo, 

California. In total, there were 36 teams competing in the 120 pound division in which the 

BattleBot was competing in. Arena conditions were poor due to uneven plates laid into the 

floor. This was remedied by using duct tape to increase the wheels diameter and allow 

slightly more ground clearance. While this was a quick fix, after every round more duct tape 

would be added to keep grip and traction as high as possible. 

 During competition, the drivetrain performed as expected, except for one small problem. 

As the floor of the arena was neither even nor sticky, the drive motors actually provided 

more torque than what the BattleBot needed, resulting in poor control. The bot would slide in 

the direction it turned which could not be corrected easily. 

 Nothing on the drivetrain broke, which was a concern. Extra chains for the gearboxes 

were purchased but were not used. The drive motors did not need any adjustments as well as 

the front wheel assemblies. 

 The bot received a first round bye, so our team had time to prepare the bot for the first 

match. Unfortunately, during the first round, the bot sustained a catastrophic hit on the frame 

which resulted in a failure of the frame and weapon and a tap out, to save the bot from further 

damage. Pictures of the damage can be seen below in figures 14and 15. 

 
Figure 14. Frame failure 
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Figure 15. Broken frame piece and damaged armor 

 

 The following round, the bot was eliminated from the competition due to the opposing 

robot being much more maneuverable and quick, which allowed its wedge design to get 

under our bot and lift it up, rendering the weapon useless. 

 The competition in California was rough, but it opened our teams’ eyes as to what 

typical methods other teams used to win matches. The necessity of bringing spare parts to the 

competition cannot be stressed enough, especially when a critical part fails and can be 

quickly swapped out with an undamaged part. 

 

 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

PROJECT SCHEDULE 
 Below is a working schedule for the BattleBot starting May 17

th
, 2012 and ending on 

April 21
st
, 2013. Figure 16 below is a condensed version of the final schedule, which can be 

seen in Appendix C. Figure 16 details more of the assembly phase of the BattleBot, which 

starts in the first week of 2013. 
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Figure 16. Condensed Schedule 

 

The condensed schedule outlines general times for when the different systems of the 

BattleBot are to be assembled. The four systems, Frame/armor, Electrical, Weapon, and 

Drivetrain are assembled in parallel to each other to ensure proper delivery times and 

appropriate fitting of parts. Each system has a few sub-sets of objectives that need to be 

completed during the specified time on the schedule. For example, Drivetrain manufactured 

parts are to be manufactured starting January 14
th

 and finished up by January 27
th

. Deviation 

from this set schedule could result in delays throughout other BattleBot systems and could 

result in less time for testing. 

 

PROJECT BUDGET 
 The estimated cost of this project was forecasted to be around $10,000.This estimation 

came from past teams budgets and the elimination of unnecessary parts that will not be 

incorporated into this year’s design. All component costs as well as labor, materials, and time 

will be tracked carefully throughout the manufacturing phase in order to stay within the 

budget. An exact and final cost for the project will be shown in Appendix D. Estimated costs 

will be shown below in Table 4 and will be filled in to compare the estimate to the final cost. 

 

 

Spring Semester

Week

Date 1/7 1/13 1/14 1/20 1/21 1/27 1/28 2/3 2/4 2/10

Rough Cut Frame & Armor Pieces

Manufacture of Frame & Armor

Frame & Armor Subassembly

Test Electrical Components

Manufacture of Control System

Electrical System Ready For Assembly

Rough Cut Pieces

Manufacture of Weapon System

Weapon System Ready For Assembly

Rough Cut Pieces

Manufacture of Powertrain Components

Powertrain Ready For Assembly

2013

1/28 - 2/10

Frame/ Armor

Drivetrain

Weapon

Electrical System

1/28 - 2/10

1/1 - 1/13

1/14 - 1/27

1/28 - 2/10

1/1 - 1/13

1/14 - 1/27

1/28 - 2/10

1/1 - 1/13

1/14 - 1/27

1/1 - 1/13

1/14 - 1/27

1 2 3 4 5
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Table 4. Estimated Costs for Budget 

 

 

BILL OF MATERIALS 
 Table 5 below outlines the materials used, purchased and machined for use in the 

BattleBot drivetrain. This table includes purchased tools as well as spare parts taken to 

competition. 

Drivetrain: Line Item Price ($/u) Quantity Total ($)

AmpFlow speed reducer 409.00$        2 818.00$       

Colson Wheel - Custom 26.00$          2 52.00$         

Colson Wheel - Standard 5.60$             4 22.40$         

Chain Breaker 27.23$          1 27.23$         

#25 Chain 3.73$             1 3.73$           

#35 Chain 6.28$             1 6.28$           

Master Link #25 Chain 2.00$             3 6.00$           

Master Link #35 Chain 1.78$             3 5.34$           

White Lithium Grease (1 lb) 6.49$             1 6.49$           

Front Axles -$               2 -$             

Wheel Bushings -$               2 -$             

947.47$       Total:  
Table 5. Drivetrain Bill of Material 

 

 

 

 

  

Estimated Budget

Price $ Type Explained

$500.00 Hardware Nuts, Bolts, Wires, Electrical Accessories

$1,200.00 Materials Frame, Steel

$2,500.00 Parts Batteries, Motors, Electronics, Belts, Chains, Wheels

$2,500.00 Machining Weapon, Frame

$2,000.00 Travel Expenses Hotel, Gas, Food

$500.00 Competition Fees Entry Fee

$1,640.00 Misc.

Total $

$10,840.00
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Overall, our team set out to design, assemble and compete in a BattleBot competition, 

which is exactly what was done. The drivetrain performed as expected, however traction 

problems plagued the bot which possibly resulted in competition losses. Below is a 

breakdown of each drivetrain component as well as a recommendation for future teams. 

 

MOTORS 
 The AmpFlow F30-400 motors performed as expected. It provided plenty of speed. 

Torque however, seemed to be a bit too much for the wheels that were selected to support the 

bot. Too much torque caused the wheels to spin up too fast and not have enough time to grip 

the arena floor which resulted in poor control. I would recommend that the next team should 

investigate using slightly lower torque motors, especially paired up with the gray tread 

wheels. Brushless motors should be avoided, as they do not provide enough speed and torque 

for the price, as well as requiring special drives just to power and use the motors. 

 

GEARBOXES 
 The AmpFlow Speed Reducers performed as expected, transmitting power from the 

motors to the wheels smoothly. They were also robust enough to withstand direct impacts. 

However, due to the size of the speed reducers there isn’t much room to mount anything to 

the reducers themselves, requiring special mounts to be made. I would recommend using 

gearboxes instead of the speed reducers if price is not an issue, due to the pure rigidity the 

gears provide. 

 

FRONT AXLES 
 The 4142 steel selected for the front axles turned out to be a great material to use for the 

axles. While steel can be heavy, keeping the diameter small will lower the weight and still 

provide good rigidity. The material is easily machined and strong. I would recommend using 

this material in the future. 

 

WHEELS 
 As talked about above in the Motors section, the gray treaded Colson wheels were not 

able to accommodate the amount of torque that the motors were able to provide. Even when 

wrapped with duct tape, it still was not enough to solve the issue. I would recommend that 

future teams investigate the black treaded Colson wheels, as they seem to provide more 

traction because of a softer material. Teams should also use wider wheels, to increase the 

surface area and traction. 

 Future teams should also inspect the wheels from the manufacturer to ensure equal 

diameters. This problem was not discovered until the testing phase, which required a quick 

solution. 

 

REAR WHEEL DRIVE CONFIGURATION 
 The rear wheel drive configuration worked well when driving straight, but when turning 

the bot would slide and spin uncontrollably. The best design would be an all-wheel drive 
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design due to having the ability to have all of the wheels driven, compared to only two. This 

increases maneuverability and stability as well as control. Future teams should investigate 

using all-wheel drive for drives. 

 

 

OVERALL FUTURE 
 The necessity to have the UC BattleBots join an official club is incredibly important for 

the survival of the team in the future. With the issues our team had acquiring funding, having 

an official club to help would increase the bot quality and help introduce younger students to 

robotics, especially freshmen and sophomores. This would also help build experience from 

the ground up, instead of having a new team try to take on professional teams each year. 

 While the box design with a spinning drum is a tired and true method, I would 

recommend future teams to try and utilize what I call an “under-cutter” design, with a 

spinning blade out in front of the bot skimming the floor. During the ComBots competition, 

many of the most feared and powerful bots utilized this design and made quick work of their 

opponents. 
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SPONSORS 
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APPENDIX A – RESEARCH 

DRIVE TRAIN DESIGNS 

CHAIN DRIVE 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description: 

A chain drive design of a “pusher” BattleBot, which 

utilizes a front shovel design to push other robots. 

Utilizing a chain drive with two sets of sprocket 

reductions provides a viable drive train with high 

torque. 
 

 

Advantages: 

Cost effective 

Lightweight 

Easy to manufacture and 

assemble 

Somewhat resistant to damage 

Can drive robot in an upside 

down position 

Useable with almost any motor 

 

Disadvantages: 

Somewhat large footprint 

Length of chain susceptible to 

damage 

Complicated to replace 

http://www.teamkiss.com/lunch/elunch.

html 

http://www.teamkiss.com/lunch/elunch.html
http://www.teamkiss.com/lunch/elunch.html
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BELT DRIVE 

  

 
 

Description:   

This is the belt drive system used by the Team TBD 

BattleBot. The picture illustrates a failure of the belt due 

to an axial shift of the belt off of the pulley. While a belt 

drive is lightweight, it is prone to damage and 

misalignment. 

 

 

Advantages: 

Cost effective 

Very lightweight 

Very cheap to purchase 

Different types of belts (v-belt, 

straight teeth, helical) 

Rigid when tensioned correctly 

Strong materials for construction 

 

Disadvantages: 

Very susceptible to damage 

Prone to wear in extreme 

conditions 

“Slippage” of belt when teeth 

damaged 

 

 

 

 

http://www.eng.fsu.edu/me/senior_des

ign/2003/team9/DriveTrain.htm 

http://www.eng.fsu.edu/me/senior_design/2003/team9/DriveTrain.htm
http://www.eng.fsu.edu/me/senior_design/2003/team9/DriveTrain.htm
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GEAR DRIVE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description: 

This is a combination gear drive system linked up to a 

belt drive system in another BattleBot robot. A small 

gear is directly driving the larger gear to produce a 

higher torque in order to move the robot’s main weapon. 

In this application, material types are not that big of a 

concern. 

 

Advantages: 

Very smooth transmission of 

power/torque 

Very resistant to damage 

Strong construction 

Small footprint 

 

Disadvantages: 

Requires lubrication 

Expensive (depending on 

material) 

Heavy, adds to weight quickly 
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APPENDIX B – PRODUCT OBJECTIVES 
 

Battlebot 

 

The following is a list of product objectives and the standards at which they will be measured at to 

ensure the goal of the project was met. The project is to design a Battlebot that can compete in the 

Battlebot Robogames International Competition.  

10. Conforming to Regulations-100% 

b. Complies with the rules and regulations in regards to 120lb weight, safety, and 

weapon design 

 

11. Low Cost-25% 

d. Use standard parts/components 

e. Frame, Armor, and Weapon will be joined mainly with bolt-ons 

f. Overall cost of materials less than $3500 

 

12. Maneuverability-21% 

e. Consistent power supply during battle 

f. Achieve a speed of 10 mph 

g. Have a maximum of 3ft turning radius 

h. Move forward and backward 

 

13. Durability-18% 

d. No stalling or binding 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

e. Damage to weapon will not prevent weapon from being used 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

f. Damage to armor will not prevent Battlebot from competing 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

 

14. Weapon Damage Capacity-14% 

e. Weapon start-up time less than 5 seconds 

f. Capable of inflicting debilitating damage with weapon 

g. Prevention of stalling or binding 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object tested in succession 

h. Damage to weapon will not prevent weapon from being used 

i. Minimum 10 weapon strikes to a metal stationary object  tested in succession 

 

15. Ease of Maintenance-11% 

f. Use standard parts/components  

g. Repairs will be done in 20 minutes or less 

h. Built with a Modular Frame, Armor, and interchangeable Weapon 

i. Built with standard tools 

j. Chain and belt drives will be adjustable with a tensioner 

 

16. Ease of Manufacturing & Assembly-7% 

d. Use Standard Parts 

e. Battlebot frame and armor joined mainly with bolt-ons 

f. Built with standard tools 
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17. Radio Control-7% 

d. Control systems properly shielded to prevent static “Noise” interference to the 

communication between the controller and the Battlebot 

e. Control range minimum distance of 70ft 

f. Simple drive controls to allow for anyone to operate 

i. Control left and right joy stick will operate independently 

 

18. Appearance-1% 
c. Battlebot will have visible representation of our sponsors 

d. Battlebot is intimidating 
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APPENDIX C - SCHEDULE  

 

5/27 6/2 6/3 6/9 6/10 6/16 6/17 6/23 6/24 6/30 7/1 7/7 7/8 7/14 7/15 7/21 7/22 7/28 7/29 8/4 8/5 8/11 8/12 8/18 8/19 8/25

8/26 9/1 9/2 9/8 9/9 9/15 9/16 9/22 9/23 9/29 9/30 10/6 10/7 10/13 10/14 10/20 10/21 10/27 10/28 11/3 11/4 11/10 11/11 11/17 11/18 11/24 11/25 12/1 12/2 12/8 12/9 12/15

8/31

Actual

12/15

Actual

12/15

Actual

11/14 - 3/1

Actual

5 6

Actual

10/4 - 10/23

10/4 - 10/9

Actual

Actual

10/4 - 10/30

10

6/30 - 7/30

9/27 - 10/9

Actual

9/20 - 10/9

2012

1

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

13

8/26 - 9/18

81 2 4

11 12

Actual

8/26 - 9/11

2 3 10

73

9

9

6/1 - 6/30

5/30

4 5 6 7 8

Actual

14

10/23 - 12/15

2012

8/26 - 9/11

16

9/27 - 10/9

Actual

Actual

15

Actual

Actual

10/4 - 10/23

10/4 - 10/23

Actual
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Winter Break

Week

Date 12/15 12/21 12/22 12/28 12/29 1/4 1/5 1/7

Register for Competition

Order Parts and Material

Summer Quarter

Winter BreakWinter Break

11/14 - 3/1

2012-2013

Spring Semester

Fall SemesterFall Semester

Summer Quarter

Legend

Actual DatesPropsed Dates

Actual

Actual

Spring Semester

1 2 43
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Spring Semester

Week 3

Date 1/7 1/13 1/14 1/20 1/21 1/27 1/28 2/3 2/4 2/10 2/11 2/17 2/18 2/24 2/25 3/2 3/3 3/9 3/10 3/16 3/17 3/23 3/24 3/30 3/31 4/6 4/7 4/13 4/14 4/20 4/21 4/27 4/28 5/4

Order Parts and Material

Manufacture

Assembly

Manufacture

Assembly

Manufacture

Assembly

Assembly

Registration

Test/ Troubleshoot

Competition

Faculty Oral Report 2/1

Actual

Report to Advisor 2/6

Final Oral Report

Final Written Report

Commencement 4/27

Actual

Actual

4/13 - 4/15

Actual

Actual

Actual

4/18 - 4/22

4/18 - 4/22

12/21 - 2/8

Drivetrain

Actual

Actual

11/14 - 3/1

Actual

Weapon

Electrical System

Actual

Actual

2/20 - 3/9

3/10 - 3/23

3/10 - 3/23

Actual

Actual

Frame/ Armor

Actual

2/20 - 3/9

2013

1 17137 8 9 125 6 14 15 1610 112 4

3/10 - 3/23

3/10 - 3/23

3/24 - 4/18

Assembly and Competition

Actual

Actual
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APPENDIX D - BUDGET 
 

California Proposed Budget

Price $ Type Explained

$500.00 Hardware Nuts, Bolts, Wires, Electrical Accessories

$1,200.00 Materials Frame, Steel

$2,500.00 Parts Batteries, Motors, Electronics, Belts, Chains, Wheels

$2,500.00 Machining Weapon, Frame

$2,946.00 Travel Expenses Hotel, Gas, Food

$500.00 Competition Fees Entry Fee

$1,640.00 Misc.

Total $

$11,786.00  
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APPENDIX E – DESIGN RESEARCH 

Brand Brushed? Overall dia. (in) Overall length (in) Stall torque (in-oz) RPM Weight Price Keyed?

Amp flow A28-400 YES 3 7.43 3720 4900 6.9 $419.00 YES

Magmotor S28-200 YES 2.76 4.25 1300 4000 4 Quote NO

NPC-02446 Motor ? 2.964 5.5 682 4000 4.8 $89.72 Flat

Amp flow  F30-400 YES 3.1 6.7 2500 4800 8.3 $239.00 NO

Motor Research

 
 

Brand Wheel size (in) Peak Torque (oz-in) No-load RPM Ratio Speed (ft/s) Weight (lbs) Price Keyed?

NPC-K2446 5 ? ? 4:1 17 (12 MPH) 7.7 $180.00 YES

A28-150-G motor + SR + wheel 5 1022 720 8.3:1 10.7 mph 7.3 $275.00 YES

F30-400 motor + SR + wheel 5 20800 570 8.3:1 8.5 mph 11.8 $435.00 YES

Motor + gearbox + wheel Research

 
 

 

Wheels OD (in) Width (in) Bore (in) Bore length (in) Bearing Weight (oz) Price Keyed?

Colson Wheel 5 1.25 0.90625 1.4375 Optional 8.8 $5.60 NO

2829T36 5 2 0.5 2.4375 Yes ? $15.05 NO

E.R.WAGNER 5 1.25 0.375 1.25 NO 10.4 $10.05 NO

Colson Wheel 5 1.5 1.1875 1.625 Optional 11.35 $6.99 NO

Wheel Research
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APPENDIX F – SELECTED DESIGN COMPONENTS 

 

 

 
 

Description: 

A DC brushed motor made and sold by AmpFlow. 

The model motor selected for the drivetrain is the F30-

400 model. 
 

 

Specifications 

3.1 in. O.D at 6.7 in. long 

3.0 peak horsepower 

2500 oz-in. peak torque 

84% efficiency 

4800 RPM at 24 volts 

2.0 no-load Amperage 

300amp stall current 

Weight of 8.3 lbs. 

 
 

Description: 

An AmpFlow speed reducer. It utilizes a three stage 

chain/sprocket system to provide an 8.3:1 reduction 

from an input shaft to output. The manufacturer labels 

this kit as a gearmotor. 
 

 

Specifications 

1300 in-lbs. peak torque 

Geared reduction of 8.3:1 

24 volt nominal voltage 

570 no-load RPM 

11.8 pounds (with motor) 

 

Sprocket 1 # of teeth: 12 

Sprocket 2 # of teeth: 30 

Sprocket 3 # of teeth: 11 

Sprocket 4 # of teeth: 20 

Sprocket 5 # of teeth: 11 

Sprocket 6 # of teeth: 20 

Stage 1 chain: #25 chain 

Stage 2&3 chain: #35 chain 

hhttp://www.robotmarketplace.c

om/products/0-F30-

400.htmlhttp://www.robotmarke

tplace.com/products/BPDWC13.

html 

http://www.robotmarketplace.co

m/products/ampflow_wheelmot

ors.html 

http://www.teamkiss.com/lunch/elunch.html
http://www.teamkiss.com/lunch/elunch.html
http://www.teamkiss.com/lunch/elunch.html
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Description: 

A Colson Performa wheel manufactured by Colson 

Caster Corporation. It utilizes a thermoplastic tread 

bonded to a polyolefin core. The selected wheel was 5 

inches in diameter 
 

 

Specifications 

5 in. O.D. 

1.25 in. wide 

29/32 in. bore 

325 lb. capacity 

Weight of 8.8 oz 

http://www.robotmarketplace.co

m/products/BPDWC13.html 
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APPENDIX G – FRONT AXLE DESIGN & CALCULATIONS 
Hardness (rockwell B) Ultimate Tensile Strength (psi) Yield Tensile Strength (psi) Modulus of Elasticity (ksi) Poissons Ratio Machineability

8620 steel 80 55800 76900 29700000 0.29 65%

4142 steel 30 140000 90000 29700000 0.29 65%

6061-T6 Aluminum 60 45000 40000 10000000 0.33 50%

7075-T6 Aluminum 87 83000 73000 10400000 0.33 70%

 
Case 1: 4142 Case 2: 4142 Case 1: 8620 Case 2: 8620 Case 1: 6061 Case 2: 6061 Case 1: 7075 Case 2: 7075

Length of axle (in) 3.602 3.602 3.602 3.602 3.602 3.602 3.602 3.602

Safety factor 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Design stress (psi) 45000 45000 38450 38450 20000 20000 36500 36500

Applied force (lbs) 120 240 120 240 120 240 120 240

Area (in2) 0.307 0.307 0.307 0.307 0.307 0.307 0.307 0.307

Applied stress (psi) 391.139 782.2783763 391.1391881 782.2783763 391.1391881 782.2783763 391.139188 782.278376

Area Moment Inertia (in4) 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075

Deflection (in-1) 0.0005 0.0011 0.0005 0.0011 0.0016 0.0031 0.0015 0.0030
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APPENDIX H – DRIVETRAIN CALCULATIONS 
 

Speed Reducer Design Reduction 

                      
  

  
 
  

  
 
  

  
  

        

        
 
        

        
 
        

        
                                

 

Gearbox speed reduction 

      
    

         
  

        

   
            

 

Maximum speed of BattleBot 
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Design torque 
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APPENDIX I – PART DRAWINGS  
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